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Convening a national bioethics commission has histori-
cally been one of the most powerful bioethical legacies a
US presidential administration can undertake. The Biden
Administration has not yet created such a commission;
here we argue that centering health equity and healthcare
access would provide a vital framework for a new
commission’s legacy. Moreover, we demonstrate two cru-
cial historical episodes when American presidents
appointed commissions to examine the practical and eth-
ical implications of these very issues. We turn first to the
1952 President’s Commission report on “Building
America’s Health,” a lofty vision of universal healthcare
access stymied by both political conflict and unaddressed
problems of racism in the era’s legislation. Its rich yet
incomplete account of American health inequities serves
as a valuable forerunner to questions of justice in bioeth-
ics. We then explore the President’s Commission’s 1983
report “Securing Access to Healthcare: A Report on the
Ethical Implications of Differences in the Availability of
Health Services.” This report took up the mantle of equity
in healthcare access, again with mixed results. Only by
understanding the checkered history of these overlooked,
practically “lost” reports can a new era in American bio-
ethics successfully re-center the goal of equitable health
for all.
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INTRODUCTION: A COMMISSION FOR OUR TIME

When, and with what priorities, will the Biden administration
at last undertake a national bioethics commission to take on
the enormous issues of our moment? To answer this question,
we look to two commissions from twentieth-century Ameri-
can history, both “bioethical” in spirit though one predates the
formation of bioethics as a field. These reports have much to
teach us about what makes such commissions succeed or fail
when the central agenda is—and we will argue that Biden’s
must be—health equity. Many think of the 1974 National
Commission, which produced the famous Belmont Report,

as the first commission to address the nation’s pressing
concerns in biomedicine. But by looking to two less-
frequently scrutinized commission reports, we have the op-
portunity to recover lost opportunities, and lost historical
lessons, that the Biden administration would do well to heed.

FORGOTTEN PRECEDENTS: THE “RIGHT” TO HEALTH
CARE AND THE 1952 PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION

REPORT

It is often thought that the nation’s first bioethics commission
was the National Commission for the Protection of Human
Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, convened in
1974 as part of the National Research Act.1 This was the
groundbreaking commission that produced the famous
Belmont Report,2 which, galvanized in part by the aftermath
of the horrific Tuskegee Syphilis Study, outlined protections
for human research subjects. The real history of federal
commissions addressing subjects of bioethical significance,
however, is much older. While the term “bioethics” had mul-
tiple near-simultaneous coinages around 1970,3–5 a synthesis
made possible by converging pressures and attitudes towards
technology, risk, and vulnerability, the spirit of a proto-
bioethics was already at work long before. This is particularly
evident when we hear echoes of that era’s broader emphasis on
whole-person, whole-community health and justice as one of
the emerging discipline’s overarching concerns.
It may surprise clinicians, for example, to find language in a

federally appointed commission as far back as 1952 calling
health care “a basic human right,”6 echoing similar language
in the 1946 Constitution of the World Health Organization
(WHO).7 Yet the President’s Commission on the Health
Needs of the Nation, appointed by Harry S. Truman, did just
that. This important document marks the first serious federal
investigation of the rights, obligations, capabilities, and
interdependencies of all Americans with respect to health.
The commission delivered its report in December 1952, a

month after the election of Eisenhower during Truman’s final
lame-duck weeks. The Truman administration had earlier
attempted to introduce a universal, compulsory health insur-
ance scheme, but this had failed roundly in Congress. The
commission was one last attempt to yield a systematic
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investigation of other alternatives that might similarly improve
healthcare access, assessing these on their philosophical, eco-
nomic, and clinical merits. This initial framework for debate
helped normalize the idea—if not yet the practice—of univer-
sal access to adequate, equitable health care as an aspiration of
American society.
Although the aspirations of the commission’s report were

virtuous, the parallel political reality taking shape concomi-
tantly was more troubling. For while the commission’s report,
called “Building America’s Health,” gave pluralistic attention
to “grass roots” Americans “from all walks of life,” “from the
big cities and from the forks of the creek,”8 in practice the
related legislation prompted by Truman’s call had opposing
effects for different “kinds” of Americans. In fact, the 1946
Hospital Survey and Construction Act, more commonly
known as the Hill-Burton Act, intensified the practice and
effect of structural racism in health care.9 The Hill-Burton
Act provided federal funding for the construction of much-
needed new hospitals, with crucial consequences. In choosing
federal funding targets, the Act had key conditions: new
hospitals must not discriminate by patients’ race in providing
care, must agree to provide a “reasonable volume” of free care
to “persons unable to pay,” and must be built on “economi-
cally viable” sites in communities able to provide a certain
degree of matching local funding.10

The results of these stipulations were depressingly predict-
able: proving discrimination was rarely undertaken and rarely
successful. Moreover, hospitals could be excused from pro-
viding free care if it was “not feasible from a financial stand-
point,” a vague and exploitable phrase. The stipulation that
stuck, however, was the requirement that sites have “economic
viability.” This meant that redlined and ghettoized communi-
ties did not get sorely needed new facilities, while affluent and
white areas experienced the bulk of this bounty.11,12 Some
African-American communities actually declined to accept
funding, outraged by the legislation’s implicit bias.13 As for-
mer Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle has noted before,
this was part of a history of predictable political maneuvering,
with Southern legislators of the mid-twentieth century
“fear[ing] that federal involvement in health care would lead
to federal action against segregation.”14

The 1952 Commission’s work is generally forgotten when
we recall bioethical milestones of the twentieth century. And
yet the positive, visionary aspects of the commission’s inclu-
sive ambitions to establish a right to healthcare—along with
the bias and structural violence embedded in its
execution—make this report ripe for reevaluation.

MARGINALIZED BUT VISIONARY: THE PRESIDENT’S
COMMISSION’S 1983 “SECURING HEALTHCARE

ACCESS” REPORT

Another report too often forgotten in the history of medical
ethics is “Securing Access to Health Care,” written by the

1978–1983 President’s Commission, formed during the Carter
administration. The Presidential Commission for the Study of
Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral
Research, as it was formally known, again took on the task of
formulating a sweeping vision of accessible health care as a
duty of government and a right of its citizens. Like the report
of 1952, though, the 1983 report on “Securing Access to
Health Care” also found itself sidelined by changing political
winds and a fatal inability to tackle the contradictions and
inequities embedded in the health system it sought to describe.
It, too, was something of a “lame duck” report, situated at the
cusp of the Reagan Revolution.15 Yet the report’s vision of
true universal healthcare access—not just on paper, but as a
lived experience—is one we would do well to see to fruition
today. Perhaps this time around, we might make good on the
promises that the 1978–1983 Presidential Commission did not
keep—that of fulfilling a duty “of all to all.”16

The report made the powerful case for the role of “intermedi-
ary institutions,” to use the phrase coined by Senator Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, as important agents of health and health
equity.17 Intermediary institutions, such as civic and religious
organizations, educational groups—entities larger than
individuals and households but smaller than governments—are,
in the Report’s language, more likely to understand and respond
to the “special interpersonal significance” of health care,
reflecting a society’s “most basic attitudes about what it is to be
a member of the human community,” and particularly to provide
“solidarity in the face of suffering and death.”18

Beyond these poetic words, the report also directed analysis
and praise towards specific kinds of innovative intermediary
institutions seen as especially promising. One was the neighbor-
hood health center of the 1970s (NHCs), revised and renamed as
the community health centers (CHCs) of the 1970s onwards.
NHCswere federally funded healthcare sites in low-income areas
aimed at “promoting a health local environment, generating
employment, increasing job skills, and serving as a focal point
for community activity.”19 Far more than typical primary care,
they took an integrative approach to medicine that included day
care, child development, nutrition, and job training. Moreover,
data showed that NHCs increased access to primary care in their
communities,20 improved regional and economic disparities in
dental care access,21 and often offered care superior to academic
or group-practice settings based on studies of audited medical
records.22 However, funding for this ambitious vision soon ex-
pired under a new presidential administration,23 and individual
sites struggled to continue. The CHCs which replaced them,
while vital for clinical care, did not offer such bold and innovative
approaches.
Recalling these histories can help us revive the art of big-

picture, holistic thinking about community health. More than
ever, the pandemic has revealed that community health should
mean more than discrete activities like providing medications
or vaccines. It means working within a preexisting social
fabric to make its services trustworthy, accessible, and useful
to a community.
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By highlighting the roles that community-centered
institutions can play, the 1983 report on “Securing Access to
Healthcare” brings these matters out of the realm of pure
policy. It reframes them as the ethical issues they are: which
kinds of spaces can best serve those who seek care? What
makes community-specific institutions most effective and
just? These activating questions remain potent and
unanswered.

CAUTIONARY TALES AND CONTEMPORARY
BIOETHICS: MOVING FORWARD WITH PURPOSE

What cautionary lessons can we learn from these two “lost
reports”? One important lesson from the “Securing Access”
report was the dilution of its ambit of concerns. To avoid this
fate, Biden’s bioethics commission needs clear goals. Equity
in health and healthcare access provides a solid framework for
a host of issues better understood in the context of historical
inequities that have diminished, disrupted, and fragmented
American health. Linking the work of a bioethics commission
to the larger national conversation around the history and
present state of American health inequities will ensure its
broad relevance.
A second cautionary lesson is that political divisiveness—much

like that of our own time, particularly as the electoral midterms
loom—ultimately sank both reports: “BuildingAmerica’sHealth”
in 1952 and “Securing Access to Healthcare” in 1983. “Securing
Access toHealthcare”waswritten by a high-turnover commission
of 11 members (serving for 2- to 4-year terms only). It also took
place against a national political backdrop of marked partisanship,
affecting the commission’s ability to issue strong statements or
impact national policy. Whereas the appointments of the National
Commission were widely seen as having based appointments on
professional and academic credentials, the President’s Commis-
sion had to negotiate the Carter and Reagan administrations, the
latter of which notably exchanged eight seasoned appointees for
new ones with “stronger political than substantive
qualifications.”24 For a contemporary bioethics commission to
avoid this fate and achieve broad impact, an emphasis on diverse
stakeholder membership and on a bipartisan commission may
help to maintain public trust.
More specifically, the particular events towards the end of

the “Securing Access” report’s drafting encapsulate the parti-
san and philosophical divisions that still exist today. In a rare
move, three members of the commission—John J. Moran,
Bruce K. Jacobson, and H. Thomas Ballantine—threatened
to withhold their signatures (Ballantine, in fact, did) because it
“appeared to advocate national health insurance” and had too
many “anecdotes of failure” about the current healthcare sys-
tem.25 For the more conservative members of the commission,
there was simply not enough of an ethical problem with
healthcare access to warrant sweeping systemic change. Sim-
ilar doubts remain current in American political discourse, and

it will take a concerted effort to make the case for health equity
a compelling bioethical mandate.

HISTORY AS TUTOR, BIOETHICS AS TELOS

What can a new bioethics commission for our time teach
health policy makers, and how can it avoid becoming mere
dusty archival material? A strong, unified, thematic framing
around equitable healthcare access can meet today’s needs,
including the issues of distributive justice the COVID-19
pandemic made so clear. Bioethics discourse at the national
level matters more than ever. Misinformation on matters of
medicine and health policy is rampant,26,27 but a bioethics
commission able to communicate clearly and accessibly may
be able to break through the noise of punditry that has diluted
the impact of expertise.28

The “lost” commission reports of 1952 and 1983 on
healthcare access and its inequities have much to teach us.
As one of us has written, bioethics has overemphasized
doctor-patient and researcher-subject relationships, which ig-
nore others affected by those oversimplified dyads.29 More-
over, as the COVID-19 pandemic has tragically demonstrated,
health and equity are global concerns that do not respect
national borders. Now is our chance: knowing our bioethical
history when it comes to health equity can provide us the
necessary humility and clear-eyed determination if we are to
care justly for all.30
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